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Long lines plague
UM dining halls
By RON WILCOX
A new system for checking meal
passes and the large influx of new
students were blamed yesterday by
the University of Montana Food
Service director for long waiting
lines in the dining halls.
DirectorCarson Vehrs^aid waiting
lines are common for the first two
weeks of Fall Quarter because new
students have not adjusted to the
broad arrival times available to them
at the dining halls. Consequently,
most new students arrive for their
meals at about the same time, Vehrs
said.
Also, he said, the dining halls staff
has yet to become accustomed to a
new checking system that was
designed to allow students with a 10or 14-meal plan choose any two
meals they wanted on any day.
Last year’s plan restricted those
students to only lunch and dinner,
Vehrs said.

Since only one checker can
receive calls in the receiving room, a
bottleneck occurs and students are
delayed, he said.
The problem should be solved
within a week, Vehrs said. He ex
plained that the Food Service plans
to add another checker in the receiv
ing room and splittheTreasureState
Dining Room and the Cascade Din
ing Room between the two checkers.
John Piquette, Food Service
manager at the Lodge, said steps
have already been taken to relieve
the problem until the new system is
modified.
The Cascade Dining Room no
longer uses the system, while the
Treasure State Room checkers call
in all meal pass numbers for break
fast and only those numbers on 10and 14- meal passes for lunch, he
said. Neither room uses the system at
dinner, he said.
About 70 per cent of the students
use the Treasure State Room, he
added.

Telephone System
Checkers at the dining halls now
use a telephone system to call meal
pass numbers into a central receiv
ing room where another checker
marks them off on a checking sheet,
Vehrs said. The sheet is then audited
after lunch to determine which
students have eaten their two meals
for the day, he explained.

Faster Service
New tables are also being built for
checkers that will raise them closer
to eye level with students and will
allow for faster identification, he
said.
Vehrs said that checkers were “en
thusiastic” about the system at first,
but they later panicked and became
• Cont. on p. 8.

Montana Kalmin Flna Arts Editor

FOLK DANCING AT THE UNIVERSITY CENTER MALL yesterday at noon were, from left Judy Benjamin, Mary Cox,
Andy Toplarski, Michael Patterson, and Jill Bovlngton. (Montana Kalmin photo by Vaughan Ahlgren.)

UM. WMC consolidate

Merger moves slowly
The integration of theUnivefsityof and journalism; John Photiades, as
Montana and Western Montana sociate professor of economics; and
College in Dillon is not progressing Howard Reinhardt, professor of
quite as fast as the Board of Regents mathematics.
According to Dale Tash, academic
would like.
A report to the regents earlier this vice president of WMC and chairman
month predicted that the integration of the Joint Planning Committee, the
of the two schools will probably not study of the integration is behind
be completed during this academic schedule because all of the work
year. The regents had earlier set done was in the summer months
1976-1977 as a rough deadline for when faculty members were not
the merger to begin.
available for discussion.
The report was issued by the Joint
To help remedy that problem the
Program
Planning Committee, committee plans to take faculty
which was appointed by UM representatives from the academic
President Richard Bowers and WMC departments at UM to Dillon to dis
President George Bandy to make cuss their views on the proposed
plans and recommendations for the integration. Later, the entire WMC
integration.
faculty will be bused to Missoula
The Joint Program Planning Com to discuss the integration with UM
mittee is made up of four represen faculty members, he said.
tatives from UM and four from WMC.
Tash said the committee will issue
UM's representatives are Patricia another report to the regents in
Douglas, professor of business ad December. That report will include
ministration and assistant to Bowers; recommendations by the committee
Thomas Livers, senior in philosophy based on faculty discussion of the

Burger wants
balanced budget
By GORDON DILLOW
Montana Kalmin Raportar

The main difference between Stan
Burger and John Melcher is that
Melcher is a big spender and Burger
wants to balance the budget, Burger
said yesterday.
“He (Melcher) has for seven years
demonstrated that he will vote for
most welfare and spending
programs," Burger said in an
interview at the University of
Montana.

STAN BURGER, candidate for U.S.
Senate.

Burger said he “will insist on a
balanced budget if elected.” The first
step toward that goal, Burger said,
should be the eliminatinon of some
federal agencies.
And the way to eliminate
superfluous agencies, Burger added,
is "to make them responsible to the
legislators themselves." Too often,
Burger said, a federal agency is
created and periodically funded even
though “the legislators don’t have
knowledge of what the appropriation
is for.”
Burger said he realizes that
legislators have a difficult time keep
ing tabs on all legislation concerning
federal agencies. The problem would
be greatly reduced if his second prin
ciple of government was adopted,
Burger said. That principle is that the
federal government should be called
in only when state and local
governments are unable to handle a
problem.
Local Solutions First
“We’ve sent people back to
Washington again and again who've
fold us that they can solve our
problems through the federal
government," Burger said. “ In marry
cases those problems should be
solved on the local level."
Even state governments can fall
• Cont. on p. 8.

merger, he explained. All recommen
dations must be approved by the
regents.
Tash stressed in the interview that
the proposed integration, in its
present form, would not call for the
relocation of any programs.
Tash said that the purpose of the
committee as outlined by the regents
is “to determine the best way of
integrating those two institutions
(UM and WMC) and the best use to
be made of the Dillon campus." Ac• Cont. on p. B.

Student lobbyist to be appointed
By BRYAN ABAS
Montana Kalmin N aw t Editor

The chief legislative lobbyist for
Montana university students will
probably be selected Saturday in
Helena.
Pat Pomeroy, ASUM vicepresident and one of the three co
directors of the Montana Student
Lobby, said yesterday that the selec
tion will come from four finalists
chosen last week.
The Montana legislature will
convene in January.
The Montana Student Lobby is an
organization funded by student
governments of the six units of the
University System, which coordi
nates a legislative lobbying effort on
behalf of students.
Pomeroy declined to name all of
the four finalists, but said one of
them, Mae Nan Ellingson, stands "a
good chance” of getting the job.
Ellingson is a 1976 honors
graduate of the University of Mon
tana Law School. She was a delegate
to the 1972 Montana Constitutional
Convention and has her own law
practice in Missoula.
Pomeroy said that none of the
other three finalists are from Mis
soula or UM, but that they are all
Montanans.
The selection will be made by a
vote of the three student lobby co
directors, with the advice of a 12member steering committee.
Pomeroy said she hoped the steering
committee and the co-directors
would reach a consensus on the
selection.
In addition to Pomeroy, the Mon
tana Student Lobby is directed by
William Ward, chairman of the Mon
tana State University Legislative
Committee, and Ron VandenBoorn,
editor of the student newspaper at
Northern Montana College (NMC) in
Havre.
The steering committee is com-

posed of two representatives from
each of the units in the university
system. ASUM’s representatives are
David Bjornson, a junior in pre
business administration and a CB
member, and Russell Yerger, a
sophomore in general studies.
The four finalists were chosen
from 44 applicants. The position was

advertised in several Montana daily
newspapers this summer.
The lobbyist’s salary of $5,000 and
an administrative budget of $4,000,
will be paid by the six Montana
university student governments. UM
and MSU will each contribute $4,000,
while NMC, Eastern Montana
• Cont. on p. 8.
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FRED STETSON, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR of HPER, gave a demonstration
yesterday in a course designed to show how to teach handicapped students
to swim. The class worked yesterday with a group of mentally retarded
students from Ronan. (Montana Kalmin photo by Glenn Oakley.)

opinion
Fairness
In

It has been called dull, humorless, a
farce, insane, controlled, absurd,
interesting, frustrating and several
other things that are lewd, crude and
socially unattractive.

D ebate

Butthiswriterhas yet to see it termed
unfair. It was.

X he recent joint appearance of Jimmy
Carter and Gerald Ford (commonly
called a debate) has been described in
many ways.

Is there no favoritism in a debate that
excludes candidates just because they
do not happen to be Democrats or
Republicans?

■ montono
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Webster's Dictionary defines fail; as
being characterized by “ honesty and
justice: free from fraud, injustice, pre
judice and favoritism.”

Is a debate honest and just when the
Federal Communications Commission
not only denies minorparty candidates
the right to participate but also denies
them the right to equal time?
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V_________ ________________ ,

Is a debate free from fraud when the
reason the FCC cites for denying other
candidates equal time is that the
debate was a news event and not a
staged program? And yet when the
audio broke down the debate was
stopped until sound was resumed; so
that the American people wouldn’t
miss any of the “ news event.”

No longer can any nice, clean-cut,
smiling patriot even pretend that our
political system allows for free expres
sion.

members of both parties; that the twoparty system is the essence of America
and that it must at all costs be
preserved.

Is a debate free of prejudice when the
two candidates insist that the audience
of this supposed “ news event” not be
filmed?

No longer can any God-fearing, redblooded, apple-pie-eating American
claim that our system is open to all
points of view.

And is there integrity in a debate
when the news media accepts that kind
of a demand?

No longer can any decent, lawabiding, tax-paying citizen contend
that our system is fair.

That is precisely what these
“debates” are all about. They are about
the strong staying strong and the weak
staying weak. They are about the wellknown staying well-known and the in
significant staying insignificant.

The first debate and the proposed
format for the ones to come make a
mockery of the American political
system.

There was very little in common
betw een the R e p u b lica n and
Democratic conventions. But one point
was continually harped upon by

And they are that way because both
parties fear terribly that the status quo
might be upset and that other voices
might be heard.
Jonathan Krim

Jack Anderson with Joe Spear —
Ford Vetoes Electric-Car Legislation
WASHINGTON — On Sept. 1, President
Ford vetoed legislation that would have
promoted the development of an electric
car. He cited a Transportation Department
study, which called the future of electric
cars "rather bleak.”
The study, we’ve discovered, was based
heavily upon information from General
Motors. Of course, General Motors has a
huge financial stake in producing gasoline
engines. Our White House sources admit
'that the real reason for the President’s veto
is his close ties to the auto industry. As a
Michigan politician, he is on intimate terms
with top auto executives.
There is reason to be suspicious of the
General
M oto rs-T ran sp o rtatio n
Department study that the President
quoted. An independent study, conducted
by General Research of California, claims
the prospects for an electric car are ex
cellent.
POLITICAL PROFILES: Capitol Hill is
populated with politicians of all shades. I
usually report on the villains in the drama of
government. But Congress also has its
good guys.
Sen. Phil Hart, the Michigan Democrat, is
the most honest member of Congress. He
is known among his colleagues as the saint
of the Senate. They have voted to name the
next Senate office building after him.
The most intelligent senator is Jacob
Javits, the New York Republican. His
speeches sometimes go right over the
heads of his colleagues.

Sen. Charles Mathias, the Maryland
Republican, is often called the conscience
of the Senate. He votes his convictions,
whatever the consequences.
The most cantankerous member of the
Senate is 71-year-old Carl Curtis, the
Nebraska Republican. But lately, he has
been trying to brighten up his image. In
place of the rumpled suits he used to wear,
he has been appearing on the Senate floor
lately in an apple-red sports jacket and
white shoes.
The loudest member of Congress,
without dispute, is Bella Abzug, the
congresswoman from New York. She is
known on Capitol Hill as “Bellowing Bella.”
She can swear like a longshoreman,
usually at the top of her voice.
Sen. Joseph Montoya, the New Mexico
Democrat, is the vainest man in the Senate.
Once, he furiously scribbled notes during a
televised Senate hearing. An aide peeked
over his shoulder to see what he was
writing. The paper was covered with the
word, “Montoya, Montoya, Montoya" over
and over again in big bold letters.
Sen. Barry Goldwater, the Arizona
Republican, is the Senate’s tinkerer. He
drives an AMX sports car, equipped with a
compass, wind meter and telephone — all
personally installed by the senator.
POLITICAL PETITION?: On Sunday,
Oct. 3, about 49 million Catholics will be
asked to sign a petition as they leave Mass.
They will be asked to pledge their support
of the Catholic stand against abortion.

From the names on these petitions, the
Catholic clergy will also recruit volunteers
to work in the anti-abortion movement.
This is timed exactly one month before
the election. It is sure to hurt the
Democratic candidate, Jimmy Carter, who
stresses contraception as an alternative to
abortion.
Abortion has become a major campaign
issue. Yet the President really has no power
to prohibit abortion. It would take a
constitutional amendment. This would
have to be passed by three-fourths of the
states.
SUBSIDIES FOR DESPOTS: America
was once regarded as a refuge for op
pressed people. But today, American aid is
used by several dictatorships to suppress
human rights. The United States helps to
subsidize some of the most brutal regimes
in the world.
In Haiti, for example, the U.S.
government helps to train soldiers for
search-and-rescue missions. Here's how
they put their training to work:
An unsigned, typewritten letter, critical
of President Duvalier, was traced toasmall
resort town. The next day, four helicopters
full of soldiers descended on the town.
They arrested 28 of the town's most
prominent citizens. Two days later, 27
returned. The missing man has never been
heard from again. Meanwhile, the mortality
rate in Haiti's prisons, according to
Amnesty International, is probably the
highest in the world.

BUREAUCRATIC BUNGLE: Two toxic
pesticides, Kepone and Mirex, have made
headlines lately. There is evidence that
they cause cancer. The Environmental
Protection Agency, therefore, has banned
the indoor use of Mirex and intends to ban
Kepone.
No agency should understand the
danger better than the Food and Drug Ad
ministration. It has experts who are sup
posed to keep up to date on poisonous
chemicals. Yet, believe it or not, the FDA
planned to use Kepone and Mirex to ex
terminate the roaches that infest its offices.
The FDA officials, who drew up the bid
request, told us they weren’t aware that it
called for the use of Kepone and Mirex. The
officials thanked us for calling it to their
attention. So happily, our investigation
stopped FDA from using the cancer-caus
ing pesticides.
DISTAFF DEBATE: The two presidential
candidates, Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter,
have held their first debate. We tried to
promote a more informal discussion
between their wives. We though the public
would like to hear Betty Ford and Rosalynn
Carter discuss the distaff side of the
presidency.
We would like to hear them exchange
views and talk about their husbands, but
unfortunately, the First Lady wanted no
part of it. Betty Ford does not intend to
engage in a public debate or discussion
with Rosalynn Carter.

letters
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For those who have decided not to watch the
remaining debates, we present three back issues ofDoonesbury that should keep you up
on at least one side's responses.

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Peer Evaluation
Editor I am gravely concerned over the direction that
the Policy and Procedures tor Faculty Administration
(PAPFA) has taken over the dozen years of its life. In
1964 great faculty unrest and low morale resulted from
the ad hoc and ad homlnem “merit" personnel policies
of President Newbum and Dean Coonrod. The faculty
Salary and Promotions Committee (Chrmn. Fields,
Nakamura, Oakland, Turner, Brissey & Stone) sought
to minimize the divisiveness of such emphasis on in
dividual “ merit”, which had seemed to lead toward
ingratiation, sycophancy, self-public relations,
jealousy, feelings of injustice, and the seeking of.private
gain at the expense of concern over general salary
levels. Faculty efforts resulted in PAPFA as a tool for
combating these forces and creating a sense of group
loyalty, fellowship, and improved morale.
PAPFA had to be a compromise at the time. It did not
assert that there is no way of establishing a correlation
between financial rewards and individual intellectual or
artistic efforts, or of fairly differentiating these among
individuals; nor did it make the point that although ade
quate salaries are necessary for all, a scholar is not
motivated by monetary rewards.
Merit judgments must be made in deciding whether to
hire and whether to retain a faculty member. Beyond
that, the presumption should be that each, if only for his
self respect, will exert his best efforts to make the best
contribution that he can. And the less emphasis on in
dividual merit the better. What could be more divisive
and shattering to morale than this departmental and
school “peer group” evaluation proposal?

YES, C A U .P IC K
CHENEYAN D TELL
H IM I W ANT TV
H M E M Y P e B A lE
B R IEFIN G A T
/ NOON.

AND HAG MY
SPEECHCOACH
ARRIVED
YE T ?

H I, C H IE F .'
READY TO R U N
THROUGH SOME
W AR M -U P
D R IL L S ? !

*
'ip
S IR , TH E W ALNUT S TR EET
DEBATE W ILL L A S T SO M IN U TES.
EAC H O F YOUW ILL F IR S T M A K E
: A STATEM ENT, A N D V A N F IE LD
, QUESTIONS. YOUW ILL BEPER M TTTBPTO R EBUT. »
/

I

O N YOUR OPENING STATEMENT,
JU S T TRY TO B E YO URSELF,
A N D P LA Y IT A S PR ESID EN TIAL
A S P O SS IBLE . U IH EN C ARTER'S
UP, B E SURE TO M A N E H AR D

A N D IN
MYREB U n A lS ?

EYECONTACT. b /

NEVER M IND.
H E JU S T
W A LKE D H
THANK YOU.

TAKE CHARG E.
FLAU N T YOUR SUPER/O R COM M AND O F
FACTS. U S 5 C L A S SIFTED INFORM ATION
IF YOU H A V E TO.

/

AFTBLM E, C H IE F/
“!H E RAINS.J N
PLAINS.. F A LL
MAINLY O N .."

HO LD O N I GOTTA
LOOSEN M Y
/ T IE ..

UH-HUH. A N D
I CAN
P O N T B E AFRAID
DO M A T?
TO M A K E FUN
\
O F H IS ACCENT.

i

/

Albert W. Stone
professor of law
^
D IC K , HOUJDO YOU THINK
I SHO ULD HANDLE THAT
OPENING STATEM EN T
\TOM ORROU1?

Logic?

U JB U , S IR , I C ER TAIN LY
TH IN K YOU U JA N T TO TOUCH
A S M A N Y BASES A S
P O S S IB L E .. /

Editor If you must walk on the grass, walk where there
is no path. That way there will never be one.
Dalt Braxton,
junior, mathematics

with special guests

s ilv e r
Thurs. Oct. 21st 8:00 p.m.
Harry Adams Fieldhouse, Missoula
An ASUM Program Council Presentation

Tickets on sale at the University Center Bookstore, Eli's Records & Tapes,
and Mercantile Record Shop; in Kalispell at Sunshine Record & Tapes.

IT S IM PO RTANT TH A T
YOU UNDERSCORE THE CONSID
ERABLE PR06R5SS M ADE B / THIS
ADMINISTRATION, F W T IC U LA W IN
RESTORING TRUSTIN GOVERNMENT
A N D FA IT H IN THE ECONOMY.

M AYBE l
SHOULD G fYE M Y
AC C EPTAN C E
SPEECH A G A IN ..

A PROVEN
U !IN N E R IdH Y N O T ?

Law School gets $83,000 grant ___news briefs
By BILL STIKKER
Montana Kaimin Raportar

The University of Montana Law
School has been awarded its largest
grant in recent years, according to
Dean Robert Sullivan.
The grant of $83,196 from the Law
Enforcement Assistance Ad
m in istra tio n (LEAA) of the
Department of Justice will be used to
establish a Montana Criminal Law
Enforcement Research Center,
Sullivan said.
The center will be located in the
Law School and will provide free
legal research on criminal law ques
tions to judges, county attorneys,
defense counsels and law-en
forcement officials In Montana.
The Law School submitted an ap
plication for the grant in June.
‘Minimum Level of Support’
Sullivan said the LEAA grant did
not indicate a need for the Law
School to seek funding from sources
outside the state.
"We are seeking a minimum level
of support from the state legislature,
and then we intend to go to
resources elsewhere to enrich our
programs,” he said.
Sullivan said the “minimum level of
support" represents the amount the
Law School needs to continue basic
operations.
The LEAA grant and matching
funds from the Law School of $9,244

will be used to operate the program
for one year. The money will allow
the Law School to develop a staff and
order the necessary equipment to
put the program in operation.
Sullivan said the Law School
hopes to have the center ready by
Oct. 15.
The center staff will consist of a
project director, a full-time legal
secretary, two part-time student as
sistant research directors and four
student researchers.
Sullivan said the objective of the
project is to establish a permanent,
central research assistance center to
furnish the most “up-to-date” in
formation available on criminal law
questions.
Sullivan said the program should
improve the quality of justice in the
state by providing all areas of Mon
tana with an “equality of access" to
research material. Montana has only
two law libraries, one in Helena, and
one at the UM Law School, and
county libraries are inadequate for
providing in-depth research for
criminal cases, he added.
The program will be modeled after
the Creighton Legal Information
Center at the Creighton University
School of Law in Omaha, Neb.
Sullivan said the director of the
Creighton program will come to Mis
soula in the next couple of weeks to
help get the center started.
The programs at Creighton and
UM are the only research centers

RIB NIGHT

German-Style Spareribs
Full Pound. . .

^2"

Comet with T otted Green Salad. Baked Potato. Sour Cream. Creating, French Bread

now in existence, but Sullivan in
dicated that South Dakota, North
Dakota and Wyoming have ex
pressed
interest in developing
similar centers.
Sullivan said the center will be
"careful" about possible conflicts of
interest arising from preparing
research for both sides involved in
the same case. Research for each
case will be done to fit the needs of
the person who has requested it, he
added.
Sullivan said the Creighton center
has been handling possible conflicts
in a similar manner, and the plan has
the approval of the American Bar As
sociation.

School uses bodies
(CPS) — For those who were
uncertain about what to do with their
bodies after they have been used
and abused can now rest In peace.
The University of Nebraska Medical
Center and Omaha's Creighton
University need about 110 cadavers a
year and feel that they do not get as
much mileageonan imitation as they
do with the real thing.
The shortage of cadavers has
forced five or six students to use one
body at a time. The corpses are used
for the same things at both the dental
and medical schools.
To donate one’s body, the donor's
signature and the signatures of two
witnesses are required. Donors are
assured that their corpses will be
treated with respect.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Montana Power Company is disappointed by a Federal Power Com
mission order allowing two out-of-state utilities to export natural gas from
Montana to the Midwest, an MPC off icial said yesterday. The export authority
was given to Colorado Interstate Gas Co. of Colorado Springs and Northern
Natural Gas Co. of Omaha. William H. Coldiron, executive vice president of
MPC, said the decision would work against the firm's attempts to reduce its
dependence on gas supplies from Canada.
The second debate between President Ford and Jimmy Carter will take place
in San Francisco's Palace of Fine Arts next Wednesday evening, the League
of Women Voters announced yesterday. The League, which is sponsoring
three debates between the candidates, also announced that the vice
presidential candidates’ debate will be broadcast on Friday, Oct. 15 from a
still undetermined location.
Daniel Schorr, the newsman suspended by CBS while a congressional com
mittee tried to find out who gave him a secret report on the CIA, quit his
network job yesterday. Schorr said that his return might be "a source of
tension within the organization." Schorr was suspended in February when
the House Ethics Committee announced that it wanted to know who gave
him the report. The committee decided not to take any action against Schorr.
Members of a Billings organization said yesterday that they plan to challenge
the legality of the recent Billings city election in which voters adopted a new
form of city government. The group, called “The People for the Present
Government,” said such a challenge could "nullify seven elections already
held and force cancellation of November electjons in about 40 Montana coun
ties and 80 cities. The group claims that the people were given a choice
between two new forms of city government, rather than between one
alternate and the existing form, as the law requires.

Adult education courses
begin this week at UM

The Center for Continuing
Post-Modern Period; Business Ad
Education and Summer Programs ministration— Principles of AcRobert Goulet lived the first part of will offer 51 undergraduate and ' counting, Cost Accounting, Real Es
his life under his real name — Stanley graduate night courses this fall rang tate Fundamentals, Commercial
Applebaum.
ing from art to zoology.
Banking, Financial Planning and
—The People's Almanac
Classes begin this week. Students Investm ent,
O rganizational
can register at the first class meeting.
Behavior, Marketing Seminar For
Students wishing to take regular Nonprofit Organizations; Com
UM classes that are listed as meeting m u n ic a tio n S cie n ce s and
during evening hours are requested Disorders— Advanced Phonetics.
to go to the Center office in Main Hall
Economics— Introduction to
4-6 p.m.
107 before the first class session.
Economic Theory I, Money and Ban11-12 p.m.
Extension classes cost $21 per king; E ducation— Remedial
credit or $10.50 for listeners. Classes Reading, Introduction to Excep
*1 °° an hour pool
may be dropped up to the sixth week tionality, Library Practice, Tran
of meetings, but no refunds may be sactional Analysis, Curriculum
11 a.m. - 6 p.m.
given afterthe second class meeting.
Foundations, Curriculum Issues,
Classes being offered by UM Educational A d m in istra tio n ,
Eight Ball Billiards
departments include: Art—Figure
Elementary School Administration,
Drawing, Beginning Drawing,
Personnel Administration, College
3101 Russell
Languages and Criticism of Art in the Teaching, Bender-Gestalt Seminar.
English—Composition, Humorous
American Literature, Introduction to
Creative Writing, Seminar in
TH E
Literature-Modern Drama; Forestry
— Natural Resource Law, Resources
Planning; Geography — Advanced
Physical Geography; Health,
Physical Education and Recreations
223 W. Front
• — Sporty in American Life, Edible
Wild Foods; Home Economics —
549-9903
• Edible Wild Foods, Clothing DesignDraping; Interpersonal Com
munication — Female/Male Com
munication, Theories of Com
munication.
Linguistics — Same as Com
munications Sciences class;
$ -|5 0
M ic ro b io lo g y — Survey of
Microbiology; Military Science —
Fundamentals of Leadership and
MICHELOB ON TAP
Management; Music — Guitarforthe
Classroom Teacher, Developing
Musicianship; Pharmacy — Over the - Counter - Drugs; Psychology —
Psychological Analysis of Cultural
Products-Literature, Human Sex
uality, Seminar in Systematics;
Religious Studies — the Language
W IN E
1 5 5
and Criticism of Art in the PostB oone's Farm - Fifth
JBL
Modern Period.
Sociology — Social Psychology,
Testing ideas About People;
Lucky Lager
1 * 5
Zoology — Animal Biology.
(N .H .'s) - Six Pack
JL
A three-hour special program in
the Art of North American Indians
will be held Wednesday at 7 p.m. in
G IN
/ t 25
Stevensville. The class will examine
4 S easons - fifth
jB .
Native American art and Native
Americans as artists and craftsmen. *
Another special program, called
The Writing Road to Reading, will
present a simple and direct method
for basic and unified teaching of
Cocktails & Bottle Beer
reading, writing and spelling. The
4:30 - 6:00
instructor, Oma Riggs, is the
supervisor and teacher-trainer for
the Early Childhood and Elementary
Reading Program in New York City’s
Harlem district.
Liquor Store & Office Lounge
Additional information can be ob
tained at the Center office in Main
Fairway Shopping Center
Hall T07, or by calling 243-2900.

$100 PITCHERS

IN TH E LIBRARY
— T.G .I.F. PARTY —
3-6 pm
75c Pitchers
35c Highballs

SHACK:

r
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m

p

. P0SI

PHONE 728 9800
HWY 93 SOUTH
MISSOULA. MT 59801

EVERY W EDNESDAY N IG H T

Chicken Dinner
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Happy Hour
Vz price

NO COVER
C O C K T A IL S A N D D R A F T BEER
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Changes affect “Independence”

Many students could lose aid if rules change
By LARRY ELKIN
Montana Kaimln Newt Editor

A number of University of Montana
students who qualified for federal
financial aid on "narrow tech
nicalities" may lose that aid if the
government changes its rules, UM
Financial Aids Director Don Mullen
said last week.
The changes probably would not

C o lle g e en ro llm en ts
exp ected to declin e
Enrollment in the nation’s schools
and colleges is expected to drop
slightly this fall, while expenditures
for education will climb, according to
a forecast recently released by the
Education D ivision of the
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare.
Enrollment in regular educational
programs from kindergarten through
graduate school this fall will come
close to the all-time high of 60.2
million students, reached in the fall
of 1975, the forecast predicted. Over
$130 billion will be spent on the
programs, it added.
Increases in colleges and
university enrollment are anticipated
until the early 1980s, the report said.
This fall a jump from 9.7 to 10.1
million is expected in the number of
college students, it said.
Estimated spending for colleges
and universities in 1976-77 is $48.8
billion, up from $44.5 billion last year,
and college faculty members are ex
pected to number about 687,000, up
three per cent from last year, the
report said.
HEW also reported that the
number of degrees to be conferred
by colleges and universities during
1976-77 is estimated as follows:
bachelor’s degrees, 918,000; first
professional degrees, 60,000;
master’s degrees, 338,000, and doc
torates, 37,000. Except for the
bachelor level, these are all-time
highs.
Federal grants, including grants to
individuals, as well as to educational
institutions and agencies, have in
creased from $5.2 billion in fiscal
year 1966 to about $19.7 billion in
1976, the report stated.
Total expenditures for education
from all sources amounted to about
eight per cent of the Gross National
Product last year.

come about until 1978, federal of
ficials said.
Earlier, officials of the department
of Health, Education and Welfare
(HEW)
and the N a tio n al
Association of Financial Aid
Administrators (NAFAA) confirmed
that HEW's Office of Education is
considering changes in financial aid
regulations. The changes would
make it more difficult for students to
claim financial independence from
their parents, Mullen said.
Mullen said that a ’’realistic”
federal definition of financial
independence would disqualify
about 25 per cent of UM's “eman
cipated" students. He defined
"emancipated students" as those
who claim to be self-supporting,
usually in order to qualify for federal
financial assistance in college.
Under the present rules, a student
must prove three points about his
preceding year in order to claim
emancipation: he must not have
been claimed as a dependent by his
parents, he must not have resided at
his parents' house more than two
consecutive weeks, and he must not
have received more than $600 in
financial support from his parents.
Mullen charged that students from
middle-income families who would
not qualify for federal Basic
Educational Opportunity Grants
(BEOG) or work-study assistance
often lie about their financial status
in order to qualify for those
programs.
New Criteria Needed
His opinion was shared by Tom
Butts, the director of financial aid for
the University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor. Butts, who serves as director
of the NAFAA’s Commission on
Current Concerns, said that the
government should devise criteria
“that more truly reflect an eman
cipated person." Butts pointed but
that only the requirement that a
student not be claimed as a
dependent can be easily verified by
the government.
“How can you prove that they
weren't at home more than two
consecutive weeks?," he asked.
Butts said that he was aware that
HEW is considering the question of
whether to revise the definition of
emancipation, but said it would
probably not be possible to im
plement any changes until the fall of
1978.
Among the criteria that could be

used to establish j t student's finan
cial independence, Butts listed their
age, whether they have dependents,
whether they have ever worked full
time and supported themselves for at
least a year, whether they are
veterans and whether they are
orphans or wards of the state.
Mullen said if the guidelines are
changed to require “that a student
has functioned independently for
one or two years prior to applying for
financial aid," about one-fourth of
UM's emancipated students could
not meet the test.
‘Unrealistic Contribution’ Required
Mullen said students from middleclass families are encouraged to
declare themselves emancipated
because of federal guidelines that
demand an “ unrealistic contribution
from their parents" toward college
expenses. For example, a family with
three children and an income of
$25,000 is expected by the
government to contribute $3,160
toward a student’s education. If the
family has five children, the
government requires it to contribute
$2,620 per year.
Because many families cannot af
ford those sums, Mullen said, many
middle-class children must either go
to a commuter college in their home
town or face the prospect of not
attending college. One method to
cirdumvent the regulations is for the
student to become emancipated.
Mullen called those students “ instant
poverty cases."
Butts said that those students were
m e re ly tr a n s fe r rin g th e ir
dependence from their parents to the
federal government, which pays for
their education through the BEOG
and work-study programs.
His opinion was seconded by Tom
Monihan, HEW's regional director in
Denver. Monihan said that “ if they
are Independent, they should be able
to make it on their own. We have too
m any s tu d e n ts
who are
independent.”
HEW Studying Aid
Monihan said he was aware that
HEW officials in Washington, D. C.,
are studying the matter, but he said
he has no idea of what proposals, if
any, will be made.
"They have something in the
works," he said, "but I don’t know
what."
HEW officials in Washington could
not be reached for comment.

Do you want to
know where the
action is?
Call Cindy at Studio I
728-9814

Mullen said that the present
situation is unfair to students who do
not claim independence, and whose
fam ilies make considerable
sacrifices to send them to college. He
said the situation could best be made
equitable by a llow ing the
government to consider all college
s tu d e n ts in d e p e n d e n t. He
acknowledged that this would
probably add to the cost of federal
college subsidies.
Butts said the expense of Mullen's
proposal makes it politically im
practical. The government will seek
to further limit the number of eman
cipated students, Butts said he

believes.
Butts said he expects the Office of
Education to propose changes in the
rules this fall.
After a waiting period, Butts said,
HEW would then announce a ten
tative new regulation, perhaps as
early as March 1977. That regulation,
he said, could become effective next
spring, after an additional 45-day
waiting period to accept public .
comment. But by then, he added, it
would be too late to affect grants for
the 1977-78 school year. Butts
speculated that HEW would
therefore delay the effective date of
any new rule until the fall of 1978.

Kempner appointed acting dean
Jack Kempner, professor of ac
counting and finance at the
University of Montana, was ap
pointed acting dean of the School of
Business Administration Sept. 1.
Kempner replaced Rudyard
Goode, who resigned from the post
to teach full-time at UM. Goode had
served as dean since July 1,1969.

Bowers said a search committee
for selection of a permanent
business administration dean will be
appointed soon.
Kempner, who joined the UM
faculty in 1956, served as chairman
of the Department of Accounting and
Finance since 1966.

HELD OVER! SECOND THRILLING WEEK!
The Thrills and
Adventures of Men's
most Dangerous Sports
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M O U N T A IN C L IM B IN G
IC E C L IM B IN G
SCU B A D IV IN G
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Starring

Finest

THE ULTIMATE ADVENTURE FILM

OPEN 6:15 P.M.
Shorts at 6:35 - 8:45
“The Edge” at 7:00 - 9:00

The Beautiful

ROXY
543-7341

NOW! THE MOST FUN YOU’LL HAVE AT THE MOVIES THIS YEARI

FRI. & SAT. ONLY!
Both Montana Movies
on the Same Program. .

BACALL, BOGART and BRENNAN In

CLIIMT EASTWOOD
“THUNDERBOLT
and LIGHTFOOT”
□ United Artists
FILMED IN GREAT FALLS!

GO WEST!
Drive-In
Hwy. 10 West
Starts at Dusk
’’Rancho" Shows First
Only $1.50 Per Personl

TOHAVE
ANDHAVENOT

Tuea-Frl—Sept. 28-Oct. 1
Bacall and Bogart, in love off and on
the set — an electric pair under the
expert direction of Howard Hawks!
We think this is the best of the Bogart
pictures (Casablanca possibly
excepted) and one of its director’s
very best. Bogart plays the American
expatriate owner of a fishing boat
plying out of Martinique who
consistently declines to join the Free
French, until his sense of self is
directly confronted. Bacall is
stranded in Martinique; and Walter
Brennan gives a terrific performance
as the loyal, boozy Eddie who ships
with Bogart. 1944.

PLUS, BUGS BUNNY IN BOB CLAMPETTS
HILARIOUS CARTOON — BACALL TO ARMS!
CRYSTAL THEATRE
515 SOUTH HIGGINS

WED—THURS—FRI
SHOWS AT
7:00 and 9:15

J

NEIL SIMONS

M urder b y D e ^ h
COLUMBIA PICTURES

A RAY SIARK P roduction < NH L SIMONS 'M URDER BY DEATH"

EILEEN BRENNAN ■ TRUMAN CAPOTE • IAMESCOCO • PETER CALK • ALEC GUINNESS • ELSA LANCHESTER
IMV1D NIVEN ■ P E IW SELLERS • MAGGIE SMTTH • NANCY WALKER • ESTELLE W1NMOOO
OWE GRL5IN ■ STEPHEN GRIMES • NEIL SIMON ■ RAY S1ARK ■ ROBERT MUORE • RASTA*

OPEN 6:30 P.M.
Shorts at 6:45 - 9:00
“Murder” at 7:15 - 9:30

"B

Showplace of Montana

WILMA
543-7341

Welcome Back Sale
$2.99

$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99— $2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99_$2.99_$2.99_$2.99_$2.99_$2.99_$2.99

FLEETWOODMAC
Includes
Monday
Morning
Crystal
Soy’feu
LoveMe
londsWe

Doctor Hook
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,
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Mac Davis

Fleetwood Mac

n

jam

GOW ERS
GREATESTH /E

JOHNNY'S
GREATEST HITS
JOHNNY MATHIS I

IMU'

PURE GOLD

f~ T jT F i | j /

Wayion Jennings

Linda Ronstadt

Mamas & Papas

Beach Boys

Beach Boys

SEALS & CROFTS
Get Closer
Inductee SweetGteenRekte

I d - 'ik * j I#-

Fted Lena A o o /B a tv B lue___

a Me Home.Country R
Leaving,on a Jet Plano • Follow Me
Rocky Mountain High • Goodbye Agai

Johnny Mathis

John Denver

Elvis Presley

Seals & Crofts

Limited Quantities
in stock
of some
selections

100’s of other albums
at this same Low Price

THENEW

M itMy

W m
I K HOUVIUDCI STRINGS

SSiTSTU PHIUIPS

Tammy Wynette

Eddy Arnold

Beatles’ Song Book

S3 HOIJJTURGE SHUNGS
t:\V T m * ME LOVE
SHE LOVES YGCyV

I WT TO HOLDMHH uv\x>

i

a

' RfiweniASKME
: IS W K R a p n M H
M l UAHS
Iw.x.u' UUJ
WTT
O
...AMiolim*.'

Beatles’ Song Book

CAPTAIN&TENNILLE

4000 Great
Stereo LP’s
To Choose From
At Great
Savings

Eli’s, the
Biggest Record
Store In
Missoula
Nat King Cole

Captain & Tennille

Dean Martin

66‘Z$ 66'Z$

Heart

66*Z$—66'2$—66‘Z$—S6‘Z$—66'2$—66‘2$—66*Z$—66'Z$—66 "2$—66*2$—66T$—66*2$—66*2$—66‘Z*—66'Z$—66‘Z$—66*£$—66'2$—66'Z$—66*3$—66*3$—66T$—66*3$—66*2$—66*2$

$2.99 $2.99 $2.99

RCA

66’Z$

PUMGOU)

68T$

$2.99—$2.99—*2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—*2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—*2.99—$2.99—$2.99

$2.99 $2.99 $2.99 $2.99

hmBSE___ M

Henry Mancinl

H si

Perry Como

Peter Nero

Carpenters

Wayne Newton

Sesame Street

$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—*2.99—$2.99—*2.99—$2.99—$2.99—*2.99—*2.99 —$2.99—$2.99—*2.99—$2.99—$2.99—*2.99—*2.99—$2.99—$2.99—$2.99—*2.99—$2.99—$2.99

+ Memorex + Maxell = Super Blank Tape Values
Memorex Has The Tape---------Eli’s Has The Deals

MEMOREX

MEMOREX

Buy two-

Buy one
at regular price
get the other
at V i price

Time To
Stock Up!

Super Bargain
On

80-mlnut*
Audio Recording Cartridge

60 Min.

Special Buys On

MEMOREX RecoRflnglhpe
„ I s NKe or Is R MsmorexT

8-T racks

60 Min.
90 Min.
120 Min.

MEMOREX

MEMOREX

120-Minute Cassette

60-Minute Cassette

Buy tw o Get one Free!

Cassettes

Regular Price for 3

Buy one
at regular price
get the other
at V2 price

b w

$

Sale Price for 3

$

You Save

$

Regular Price tor 2 ■ s _____
Sale Price tor 2
S_____
You 8ave
s_____
- A
3.

III!
MEMOREX

Memorex Cassette or 8-Track Head Cleaners

990

- o - r y - iw

with any $7.50

Get This
Aluminum Storage
Library for
Memorex Cassettes

10% OFF

Memorex Purchase

A E 7 ^

MAXELL

10% OFF

Recording Tape Without Compromise

Cassettes
[IS Low Noise Cassettes
•
•
•
•
•
•

(Standard Bias)
•
•
•
•

Smooth frequency response
Wide dynamic range
Improved S/N ratio
Unique 4-way working leader
Precision shell construeSon
Frame locked bonded pressure peds

m

Open Reel
Low Noise Open Reel

8-Track
ffiH Low Noise
8-Track Cartridges

(Stondord Bias)

Wide frequency response
Improved tape-to-head contact
Low noise performance
Low print-through

For the 8-Track recordist who wants batter perform
ance than tho ordinary 8-Track Cartridge we offer the
new MAXELL LN Cartridge series, with its smooth
frequency response, wide dynamic range and Improved signal to noise ratio.

r--_

row Ultra Dynamic Open Reel

H® Ultra Dynamic
8-Track Cartridges

fTO Ultra Dynamic Cassettes

A truly premium tape packaged in the 8-Track format
(or the first time. With MAXELL ULTRA DYNAMIC
8-Track CARTRIDGES the 8-Track recordist can
achieve results technically comparable to tfwee
available on caeoette and open rail. Mgh aenaHtvtty
and an outstanding S/N ratio (5dB better then stand ard cartridges at mid-frequency and 6dB better at
the high and), wide dynamic ranga end extended
frequency response are only aoma of the features
offered by MAXELL UO. True audiophile perform
ance can now be ec Waved with 8-Track conveni
ence. Compatible for 4 channel quadraphonic re
cording.

SB UDXL Epitaxial Cassettes
• Widest frequencyresponse available in cassettes
• Unique 4-way working leader .. Embossed A & B side marks
• Maximum output level Is Improved 4 dB at low and mid-frequencies
and 6 dB at high-frequencies, over conventional cassettes
• Noise level is more than 1 dB lower than conventional cassettes
• The dynamic range is IKHz Is SdB (approximately 1.8 times)
wider than conventional cassettes
• Low distortion
• Double size tape window

(H ig h Bids)

• Master quality recording capabilities
• Wide dynamic range
• Exceptional frequency response
• Minimum noise

(Non-Chrome. High-Output Bias) .

Back Coated UD Open Reel
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(High Bios)

Extended frequency response
Wider dynamic range
Enhanced attraction between capstan and tape for stable running
Improves vertical tape traction and prevents skew error and litter
Even, uniform winding
Sound tree from modulation noiso
Dissipation of stolic attraction

•
•
•
•

Extremely wide frequency response
Unique 4-wey working leader
High standards of reliability
High levels of consistency, running efficency and
uniformity
• High sensitivity and outstanding improvements In
• Improved headroom to prevent saturation

( N o n -C h ro m e . H ig h -O u fp u l Bias)
ALL MAXELL CASSETTES FEATURE 4-WAY WORKING LEADER AND FRAME-LOCKED BONDED PRESSURE PAD
W a W A o ilm i Readytopuy

Non abrsewe head ctteMg leader

Precnien aborted preuure ped bonded Intopen ahaped retainer

Seecondeying line

Arnwi indicating direction ot tape navel

Tape So Good it Comes with a 100% Lifetime Guarantee

10% Off
All Maxell
Tapes
Mon-Sat 10-9
Ann
Sun 12-6

Hours 0

10% Off
All Maxell
Tapes
Across From K-Mart
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_ J
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— classified ads—
1. LOST ANO FOUND
FOUND: MALE, black and tan German Shepherd.
Malmutt cross. Has black collar. Call 721-2489
after 7 p.m.
003-3
DEERHORN PENDANT with painting of duck.
Found behind Forestry building. Found on Sept.
20. Call 728-8158.
003-4
LIGHT CARAMEL-colored male cat wearing yellow
belled collar with red Colorado rabies tag. Last
seen Friday a.m. Answers to the name Klem. Lost
in vicinity of Hastings and Arthur. Call 243-5771 or
728-7428. Reward.
002-4
LOST: (1200 block W. Broadway), large golden
female dog named Sadie, (possibly) dragging
long chain. Needs daily medication! Reward, call
John Bockmaster, 721-1600. Before 5 P.M.
001-3

RIDERS NEEDED: To Spokane. Leave Friday
afternoon. Oct. 1, return Sunday, Oct. 3. Call Mike
549-3092 or see at Liberal Arts room 33912:00 to
2:00 every week-day.
003-4
RIDE NEEDED between Florence and campus daily.
Hours flexible. Will share gas. Call Cheryl at 273SI 95 after five.003-3
I NEED someone to drive my pickup to Seattle
before Oct. 8. References needed. Gas will be
paid. See Sunny at 517 East Main. Apt. # 1.
003-3
RIDE NEEDED: from E. Vista St. (up hill behind KMart) to school and back daily. Will help pay gas.
Sandy, 728-7239.
002-4
RIDE NEEDED: to Great Falls on Friday, October 1.
Call Carol, 549-5685 or 728-4642. Share expenses.
001-4

2. PERSONALS

11. FOR SALE

OCT. 1 is the deadline — register to vote by then at
the Student Action Center in the ASUM offices.
003-3

FULL SET of Beatles cassettes (52 tapes) in like
new condition. Difficult to assemble. Inquire at
Memory Banke, 728-5780.
003-3

HAPPY BIRTHDAY Jeanne! Much happiness. Love
you John.
003-1

ALL $6.98 list albums now $3.99 to $4.89 everyday @
Memory Banke, 140E. Broadway, downtown, 7285780.
003-3

What's an OPANCE???

003-1

INTERNATIO NAL FOLK DANCE WORKSHOP:
This Saturday and Sunday W C gym. 9:30 a.m.11:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.-3:30 p.m. FREE!
, Beginners Welcome!
003-1
J O U R N A L IS M S T U D E N T S ! W o m e n in
Communications, Inc. want to share, support, and
learn with you. Come. J204, Mon., Oct. 4,6:30 p.m.
Refreshments.
003-1
COLLEGE MEN interested in helping Cub Scouts.
Call Del Graves. 549-0603.
003-2
CHIMNEY CORNER COFFEEHOUSE: Open 7:30 to
help wake you up! Fine pasteries. Dinner specials
too! Across from Jesse Hall.
003-1
PRINT SALE Ferdinand Roten Galleries, of
Baltimore, in U C Mall on Thurs., Sept. 30, 10-4
p.m.
•
003-2
BILL DIEHL, Republican candidate for Congress,
will speak today at noon. UC Mall.
003-1
JUST WALK IN . THE WALK-IN is open Monday thru
Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and every night from 8 to 12
p.m. It is in the Health Service building across the
Clover Bowl from Brantly Hall at the entrance near
the Music and Law schools.
003-3
PAST SEARCHER'S, need your address and phone
number. Call Deena Barber 728-5102 o r Ed
Brunei! 728-5481.
003-3

CAMPANIA PRO 21" — 1 yr. old, excellent
Condition. Best offer. 728-2429 or 721-2955.
003-3
BRITISH IMPORTS, Jazz. Blue Grass, Folk and
other types of albums which are difficult to find are
at the Memory Banke, 140 East Broadway,
downtown.
003-3
GOOD DEAL! Hundreds of used albums and tapes
all fully guaranteed and priced right. Guaranteed
not a rip-off. The Memory Banke, 140 East
Broadway. 728-5780.
003-3
7 6 GE 19" TV. Call 258-6805, 5-8 p.m.

002-4

ROSIGNOL ST650 skis. 195 cm. Look Nevada
bindings and Kastinger boots, sz. 8%. 728-2467
after 5 p.m.
002-4
REMARKABLE set Of books "GREAT BOOKS OF
THE WESTERN WORLD" — a compendium o f the
finest minds of the western world. Bookcase
included. See at 542 South 3rd West o r call 7280613.
002-4
AMERICAN OPTICAL three pense MICROSCOPE.
Previously used In Pathology lab. 676-5058.
002-4
FOR SALE: Bicycles single, ten, five, three speed.
Childs swing set and wheeled toys 908 Stephens
728-4325.
002-2
JEEP — 1964 Willys CJ5 — 4 cylinder, 20 mpg.,
recently rebuilt engine, full metal cab, $950.107 S.
3rd W . Apt. 34 or 728-9812 ask for #34.
002-2

A TTENTIO N Christopher Bonawitz, we're trying to
locate you, please write Box 42, Fairmont Hot
Springs, B.C. or phone 345-6379, Debi & Monroe.
002-3

13. BICYCLES

FOLK DANCING classes atU .C . only $8 for 8 weeks.
Sign up U C Info Desk starting 27th, 11 a.m. 7 p.m.
(weekdays).
001-3

FOR SALE: Schwinn Varsity 10-speed — $50.00.
Also 5-speed AMF — $25.00. Call Chris at 7286881.
003-3

BEGINNING BRIDGE classes start Oct. 4th at U.C.
Register Info Desk 11 a.m .-7 p.m. weekdays
(27th).________________
001-3

BICYCLES — Several types, speeds for sale. 543.5209.
002-3
18. ROOMMATES NEEDED

4. HELP WANTED
CONCERNED A B O U T the increasing prices in the
Copper Commons? Voice your opinion on
Student Union Board. Applications are now being
accepted in the ASUM offices, U.C.105.
003-3
W O M E N 'S R E S O U R C E C e n te r S tu d en t C o ordinator 20 hrs. a week; 200/m onth. Apply by 5:00
p.m. Wednesday.
002-2
W O M E N 'S R E S O U R C E C e n te r W o rk-S tu d y
Students wanted to do research & writing. Apply
by 5:00 p.m. Wednesday.
002-2
STUFFERS NEEDED. Should be free 8-10 a.m.
Fridays. $2.20/hr. Apply at Kaimin Business
Office. J206.
001-3
7. SERVICES

ROOMMATE NEEDED IMMEDIATELY! 914 Judy
Road.E. Missoula. Rent can be arranged.
002-4
20. MISCELLANEOUS
ALL SENIORS and graduate students interested in
applying for FULBRIGHT OVERSEAS 8TU D Y
GRANTS for 1977-78 should attend a meeting
Wed. Sept. 29 at 3 p.m. in LA334. Applications will
be available. Deadline for completed applications
is Oct. 15. Inquiries Should be directed to Dr.
Gerald Fetz, Campus Fulbright Adviser. Turner
Hall, 220. Extension 4775.
003-1
21. ALTERNATE LIVING

M erg er_. ___
• Cont. from p. 1.
cording to Tash, that does not rule
out an education school for UM after
the merger is complete. It also does
not mean WMC will become only a
branch campus of UM; Western
Montana College "will keep its iden
tity," Tash said.
Tash added that the faculty and
administration at WMC were “en
thusiastic” about the merger.
"This is the first chance we’ve had
in 10 years to do anything creative,”
Tash said. "We've been so busy cut
ting programs we haven’t had a
chance to try anything new."
B asically, Tash said, the
integration will allow students at
both UM and WMC to use facilities
that are not available at their home
institutions.
Some of the areas of agreement in
the committee report are:
• the establishment of a joint

RIDE NEEDED: Good pav. Monday to Friday, 8 to 5.
Marilyn, 243-4912. Vicinity of 23rd and 43rd
streets to & from U.
003-4

• Cont. from p. 1.
College, Western Montana College
and Montana College of Mineral
Science and Technology will
contribute amounts of less that
$ 1, 000.

Pomeroy said she felt the in
volvement of the other campuses,
which were not a part of the student
lobby during the 1975 legislature,
will add “a lot of credibility” to the
student lobby. She also said that the
added involvement would make the

Long lines

• allowing WMC students and
faculty to use UM’s student store.

lobby more representative of all
Montana university students.
Pomeroy said she was confident
the representatives from the smaller
schools would make valuable con
tributions to the lobby effort.
But she added that if the students
frpm those campuses "choose not to
participate fully, they are losing more
than we are.”
"If worse comes to worst, we have
three co-directors who can carry the
load," she said.

for those meal plans rose about 10
per cent this fall, he said.
Vehrs added that the cost
“becomes a relatively small expen
diture" compared to the $2 million-ayear budget, $375,000 of which is
allotted to labor.
Other systems that the Food
Service exam ined cost about $30,000
to purchase and $9,000 a year to
maintain, he said.
Vehrs got the idea for the
telephone system in a Hertz parking
lot in San Diego that was using a
similar system when he was passing
through last summer, he said.

• Cont. from p. 1.
prey to superfluous and overlapping
agencies and programs, Burger
said. One thousand nine different
welfare programs are available to
Montanans, he said. That makes it
easy for some people to take
advantage of several programs at
once and often makes it "easier to
collect unemployment than to look
for work,” Burger said.
Burger added, however, that
"those who need it (welfare) should
get it."
Burger said that he advocated cut
ting defense spending to balance the
national budget as long as it does not
affect the United States' military
superiority over the Soviet Union.
Burger said he would not vote forexpensive weapons projects "unless
there was a substantial need" for
them.
On the issue of gun control, Burger
said that he is a stronger supporter of
gun ownership rights than Melcher,
even though Melcher has been en
dorsed by the National Rifle As
sociation (NRA). According to
recent press reports, Burger had
allegedly tried to portray Melcher as
favoring gun control legislation.
Burger denied those reports,
however, and said that he had
merely questioned Melcher on his
stand on the gun issue.
Burger said he would pose more
opposition to gun control than
Melcher because Melcher has
received “a tremendous amount" of
money from the AFL-CIO. Burger
said the organization supports
handgun registration.
A better deterrent to crime than
gun control, Burger said, would be
mandatory sentences for persons
convicted of committing a crime with
a firearm.
In a discussion on political ethics,
Burger said that he regretted that a
cocktail party given in his behalf by
Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C., had been
held in a federal building in
Washington, D.C., an apparent
violation of the law.
Burger said that he “would never
knowingly violate a law.” He added
that he had set aside money donated
to his campaign by persons who
attended the Washington party and
had sent a list of those persons to the
Justice Department

NEED A place to live? Check out a tipi. 14,16,18, and
20 footers w/liners. BLUE STAR TIPIS. Phone
728-1738.
002-8

President Gerald R. Ford started
life out as Leslie L. King, Jr.
—The People's Almanac
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SALE
Macrame Jute
$990 10 lb. ball

MACRAME
CLASSES
Starting Soon
Call for
Registration
543-8401
A M E R IC A N

♦ H A N D IC R A F T S

♦

Record care from the people who care

W ATTS Disc Preener Reg. $495

$449

Also Discounts on: SoundGuard,
Lebo, BASF, Maxell, WATTS
HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 11-9, Sat. 11-7, Sun. 12-5
3209 Brooks
Missoula
543-4792
in Tandy Town

• sharing faculty through short
workshops, extension courses and
temporary reassignment of faculty
members.

...

• Cont. from p. 1.
disappointed because the lines were
not moving as fast as anticipated.
The Food Service’s goal is to make
the lines “move as fast as possible
with as little hassle as possible” to
students, he said.
The system is rented from Bell
Telephone Co. for about $65 a month
with an additional $12 a day for the
extra labor, Vehrs said. The cost will
rise about $6 a day when another
checker is added in the central
receiving room, he added.
The total cost will be about $1,800
a year but is worth the expanded
services and options to students with
10- and 14-meal plans since requests

I

SALE

• instituting a uniform calendar
for both schools. Tash said that the
uniform calendar should be in effect
by Winter Quarter.
• the establishment of a computer
link-up between the two schools to
aid WMC in instruction and ad
ministration.

Lobbyist ____

VW REPAIR. Well trained, experienced, reasonable.
John. 728-5382.
003-5
9. TRANSPORTATION

B urger . . .
educational television hookup
between the two schools that would
allow WMC students to receive
instruction from UM professors.
Commissioner of Higher Education
Lawrence Pettit has already re
quested a joint UM-WMC budget
item for this purpose.

3017 10th Ave. S.
Great Falls
453-5533

2043 Grand Ave.
Billings
248-3081

IN TANDY TOWN
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VARSITY
BOWLING
TRYOUTS
4:00 p.m. UC. Alleys
All Bowlers Welcome!
Freshmen Welcome!
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Students’ Special
Grizzly Baseball Hats
20% o ff

(3|
*lntramural Football Uniform Supplies
*P. E. Supplies
“Missoula’s Most Complete Athletic Store”
137 East Main Street - Missoula, MT 59801 721-1350

It’s there when you need it.
The Walk-In is a confidential
listening service operated by
UM students for UM students.
It’s there for you to use
whenever you’re bummed out,
having trouble studying or you
just need someone to talk to.
No records. No names.
No hassle.

Che walk-in
at the SE entrance of the Student Health Service Bldg
Weekdays 9 to 5. Every night 8 to 12.

Report shows inequities in m en’s
and women’s intercollegiate sports
By BARBARA MILLER
Montana K aim in San lor Editor

Last year, female participants in
intercollegiate athletics received an
average of $304 in financial aid for
each participant, while their male
counterparts received $931, ac
cording to a preliminary UM report.
The report was prepared by
Kathleen Holden, UM's Equal Em
ployment Opportunity officer.
But the women’s intercollegiate
athletic program has still “come a
long way." according to Sharon
Dinkel, director of women's athletics.
1974 was the first year that the
women's program received any
money from the general fund. It was
also the first year that women
athletes received financial aid.
But many major differences exist
between the men's and women’s
athletic programs. UM spends more
money on male participants than
female athletes, Holden said last
Tuesday. She said that the men have
more coaches and trainers and have
more sports in which to participate.
The men get practice uniforms and
bigger food allowances, while the
women do not, she added.
Holden, Dinkel and Harley Lewis,
athletic director, are trying to clear
up the differences between the two
programs.
Equality Required
Title IX federal codes require the
athletic programs of universities that
receive federal funding to “ meet the
ability and interests of each sex on an
equal basis." The deadline for com
pliance is summer 1978.
But the Title IX definition of
equality is “vague," Holden says.
Equality of gross expenditures on
the programs is not required. After
completing her preliminary study,
Holden said, “We haven’t even ap
proached a working definition of
equality.”
Lewis said he believes many of the
inequalities came about because of
the “nature of the programs." More
merr* participate than women, he
says, and women do not have an
intercollegiate football program.
“Football is very expensive,” he
says. “ It’s obvious why the expen
ditures differ.”
Lewis blames the athletic
organization the women’s program
belongs to, the Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
(AIAW), for putting limits on the
amount of financial aid a woman
athlete can receive.
"There’s not much we can do
about rule differences,” he says.

said, noting that the men’s program
receives ”$450,000 to $500,000 a
year" from booster club donations
and ticket sales.
"The women aren’t raising any
money in this way,” he says.
Dinkel said the reason why women
receive smaller amounts of financial
aid is not because of any AIAW
ruling. A woman athlete can receive
up to the cost of tuition, room, board
and fees according to AIAW codes,
she said.
"The reason is it’s a lower priority,”
Dinkel said. "There's no use giving
someone a full-ride scholarship if
there's no program to bring them in
to.”
Dinkel said she wants to see exis
ting programs expanded and im
proved before she tackles the
problem of financial inequalities.
One of the biggest problems the
women's program faces at this time
is “just getting to mgets,” she said.
The major differences between the
tw o in te rc o lle g ia te s p o rt
organizations the programs belong
to are found in eligibility and recruit
ing rules, Dinkel said.
Reasons For Differences
"There are reasons behind the

differences," she said. “The men's
rules are more geared toward avoid
ing abuses, while the women's rules
are more geared toward helping the
student be an athlete and a student at
the same time.”
The AIAW allows women's athletic
programs to charge admission fees
to events and to take donations,
Dinkel said. But she said she believes
that athletics are “part of the
university” and should be funded by
the university.
"Perhaps we will be forced to go
the way the men go,” she said, referr
ing to the search for outside sources
of funding. But she said she hopes it
can be avoided.
Holden said she has asked Dinkel
and Lewis to prepare a timetable for
implementing the changes neces
sary for compliance with Title IX.
And, she said, the changes that have
been made to date "are meeting my
expectations."
But some "philosophical ques
tions” concerning the equality of the
two programs exist, she said.
“The issues are very difficult to
deal with,” Holden said. “They
(w om en) do n o t w ant to
commercialize it, yet they want the
opportunities and benefits of the
men's programs."

321 N. Higgins

Clothing Mart

Bob Wards and Wrangler
Believe Students Pay
Tooo Much For Jeans . . .

★

And We’re Doing Something
About It

★
Pre-Washed Jeans
/|\ '
In Junior Sizes
$ 1 6 ° °

‘NEW ZIP”

$ 1 5 5 0
In
prewashed
cords
too

Some classes start without
textbooks because of strike

About 15 University of Montana
classes started the quarter without
some required textbooks, according
to bookstore manager Larry Hansen.
Hansen said last week that the
textbooks, which were ordered early
this month at the request of some UM
professors, have been delayed in
transit because of a strike by United
Parcel Service (UPS) workers.
That strike, according to a UPS
spokesman in Missoula, began last
Sept. 15 and has halted UPS service
in 15 eastern states and the District of
Columbia. The spokesman said he
did not know when service will
resume.
Hansen said that books ordered
from east coast publishers just prior
to the strike may not have left the
affected area before the work stop
page. Hansen and the UPS spokes
man said those books will be
returned to the publishing houses for
shipment via other carriers.
Hansen said he was unable to sup
ply a list of the affected classes. He
said the books should arrive in Mis
soula in about one week.
Hansen said that other classes will
Funding Is Problem
“The biggest problem the women also run short of books, because
are going to confront is funding,” he class enrollment sometimes exceeds

that anticipated by professors.
Hansen said that extra copies of
those texts must be ordered from the
publishers, and that the delay in ob
taining the books will average about
two weeks. Some books, he added,
will require three weeks to reach UM
from east coast publishers.

$ 1 5 5 0

“EUROPEAN”

Pain killer
CPS/ZNS — Patients who visit one
British dentist have no need of fear
ing bothersome novocain shots —
instead they’re treated to a
psychedelic “trip" at his office, com
plete with visions of flashing lights.
The patients of Dr. Alex McMaster
aren't acidheads; they're using an
unusual new pain-killing technique
that works without drugs.
M cM a ste r
a d m in is te rs
“psychedelic amnesia” with a pair of
goggles that are hooked up to an
electric current. The current
stimulates the brain to produce alpha
waves, which deeply relax the
patients, who then lose the ability to
feel pain.

VETERANS
*O i
4 f

‘ADD TO YOUR SUCCESS’

*

Let me explain how one
elective course added to your
schedule now can enhance your
future In any career field.
Please contact me:

Major Bill Holton
243-2681 or 243-4191
Rm. 102, M en’s Gym Bldg.

“CINCH”

$ 1 8 00

“SADDLE"
UPSTAIRS

The Complete Shop
For Tops and Bottoms

Pre-Washed Jeans
For Men
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MSU books are cheaper
but UM profits are higher

-

t

By LARRY ELKIN

_

Montana Kalmln Nows Editor

When it comes to buying
textbooks, University of Montana
students just cannot seem to get a
break.
Unlike their counterparts in
Bozeman, UM students pay the full
list price set by the publishers of
college textbooks, according to
Larry Hansen, Associated Students’
Store manager. But at Montana State
University In Bozeman, students may
purchase books forfourper cent less
than the list price.
The difference means that a book
costing $10 at UM costs $9.60 at
MSU.
MSU bookstore manager Wayne
Arnett said Monday that he decided
to cut textbook prices four per cent in
order to limit his store's revenues to
about the break-even point this year.
Last year, he said, the MSU store
realized a profit of about $36,000.
Arnett said that much of the money
went into an investment fund that
provides interest and dividends in
creasing the store’s income.
Because the store does not need to
increase its investment in the fund,
he said, he decided to reduce the
textbook prices.
Hansen said Monday. that he
does not believe the UM bookstore
could reduce its textbook prices
“without changing some services.”

Law School to defend grade calculations
in court because of student’s complaint
By BRYAN ABAS
Montana Kalmln News Editor

University of Montana Law School
officials will be in district court next
week defending their method of
determining a student’s grade point
average (GPA).
The Oct. 7 hearing is the result of a
suit brought by a UM Law School
student who was dismissed from the
school because her QPA fell below
the necessary 2.0.
Sandra Johnson contends in her
suit that the Law School’s method of
determining a student's GPA is
arbitrary, discriminatory and
different from the rest of UM.
Last week, District Judge Jack
Green issued a temporary res
training order requiring the Law
School to reinstate Johnson pending
the outcome of next week’s hearing.
Johnson's petition for readmission
was denied twice by the Law School
faculty.
If Johnson's GPA is computed in
the same manner as other UM
students' GPA’s, then she would be
eligible for readmission to the Law
School.
The Law School policy states that
should a student repeat and pass a

class that he or she had earlierfailed,
both grades would be used in com
puting the student’s GPA.
Philip Bain, UM director of ad
missions and records, confirmed
Monday that other UM schools do
not use that particular policy.
He explained that in the other
schools the second grade replaces
the first failing grade in determining
students’ GPA. But, he added, the
student’s transcript includes both
grades.
Margery Brown, assistant dean of
the Law School, said Monday the
school has two main reasons for us
ing both grades in computing a
student’s GPA.
She explained that ‘‘when a class is
repeated, there is an expectancy that
the student will do better and erase
the effect of the first grade."
In addition, Brown said that using
both grades shows that “what
appears to beasign of inadequacy, is
not a sign of inadequacy.”
Brown, who assumed her duties as
assistant dean in July, refused to
comment on the particular case the
Law School will make in court next
week.
But she did say that the school is
not concerned about the possibility
that the case will enter into other

internal policies of the school.
‘‘The case questions narrowly the
practices and policies of the Law
School in the assigning of values of
grades,” she said.
She added that ‘‘the school has
developed its rules within its semiautonomous position in the
university and regards them as hav
ing a rational basis.”
Bain said that comparing the Law
School's grade policies with the rest
of the university was “ like comparing
apples and oranges.”
“The faculty that is closest to the
situation knows the best method," he
said.
He said he assumed that the
rationale for using the method in
which the second grade replaces the
earlier failing grade, was based on a
desire to have the GPA "reflect the
final state of knowledge” of the
student.
He added that “ if you are going to
have a GPA, then that is the proper
thing to reflect.”
Johnson’s attorney, George
Harris, refused to comment on the
case.
Both Brown and Harris refused to
speculate on the possibility of
appealing an unfavorable ruling.

UM Store Profits
The UM bookstore made $30,000
in profits last year, he said.
Hansen acknowledged that
textbook prices, which have been ris
ing rapidly during the past several
years, put pressure on some
students' budgets. But he said he did
not believe a four per cent price cut
"would make much difference.”
The list price, Hansen said, in
cludes a 20 per cent mark-up for the
bookstore. But he said that margin

The Missoula Civic
Symphony Association

covers transportation, selling ex
penses and overhead and leaves the
store only a small margin of profit.
“You can make it (the profit on
textbooks) look as good or as bad as
you want to,” Hansen said. "We claim
we make very little.”
UM Reserve Fund
At UM, bookstore profits are
placed in a special reserve fund that
is used to finance capital im
provements on the UM campus.
Hansen said that only asmall amount
is retained by the store to serve as a
cushion against inflation and other
unpredictable future expenses.
Hansen said that the bookstore does
not maintain an investment fund.
Another reason for the differing
pricing policies, according to both
men, is the variation of emphasis
between the two universities. The
managers said that UM professors,
teaching in a liberal arts program,
tend to require more and cheaper
textbooks than do their counterparts
at MSU. MSU courses emphasize the
"applied sciences,” according to
Arnett, and are more likely to require
only one, expensive text per class.
This minimizes the handling and sell
ing expenses incurred by his store,
Arnett said.
Hansen said Store Board, the
student-faculty panel that oversees
bookstore operations, might ex
amine the bookstore pricing policy
and possibly order some changes.
Those changes could entail a
lowered charge for textbooks, and a
corresponding cutback in services
provided, such as check-cashing.
Hansen said Store Board will
probably hold a meeting "in two or
three weeks,” and may consider the
matter at that time.
Store Board chairman Douglas
Mills, director of the UM library
technical services division, could not
be reached for comment.

Intram ural Leagues Forming!
M en’s 3-m an teams
Organizational meeting 7:00 Thurs. Sept. 30

C o-rec mixed fours

presents

Organizational meeting 7:00 Mon. Oct. 4

CONCERT SERIES for
1976-1977

MONTANA SNOW BOWL
SPEC IA L SEA SO N PASS SALE
FOR U N IV E R S IT Y S T U D E N T S
*
15% OFF
(Ending Oct. 9)

Dr. David Avshalomov, Music D irector and Conductor
October 17, 1976:
November 14, 1976:

January 23, 1977:

March 13, 1977:

April 24, 1977:

May 14, 1977:

St. Paul Chamber Orchestra
Dennis Russell Davies, Conductor
Christopher Kimber, violinist
Sibelius Violin Concerto
Beethoven. . . . Symphony No. 7
Bela Szilagyi, pianist
B rahm s.. . . Piano Concerto No. 1
Dvorak. . . . Scherzo Capriccioso
Missoula Symphony Chorale
Bruckner. . . .Te Deum
Harris. . . . Symphony No. 3
Mary Costa, soprano
Opera Arias by Dvorak, Verdi, Thomas, Puccini
Tchaikovsky.. . .Symphony No. 5
Chet Atkins, guitarist
Pops Concert with orchestra & chorale

Season Tickets for the SIX Concert Series are now Available
Thursday, September 30 & Friday, October 1
10 A.M. - 4 P.M.
First National Bank Lobby

For purchase of new memberships and information, call in
person at the Missoula Civic Symphony Desk. Master
Charge and Bank Americard welcome.
Student Season Ticket: $15.00
SUBSCRIBE NOW! Limited seating available

New Intermediate Run
Fantastic!
Financial Arrangements Available
SNOW BOWL
721-2281 or 549-9777
Thru Oct. 9
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*Basies
BUY IN BULK
SAVE!

&

It's the newest concept
in hair and skin care
products.
Now in refillable
containers.

In Potpourri
201 N. Higgins

sports
Waterfowl season opens Saturday

A GRIZZLY FOOTBALL PLAYER takes a break from last week’s preparation
lor the squad's heartbreaking and controversial 49 to 50 loss to Portland
State University. (Montana Kaimln photo by Glenn Oakley.)

Hunting for Montana's waterfowl
will begin this weekend in both the
Pacific and Central Flyways and,
with the right kind of weather,
hunting should be good, according
to Wynn Freeman, administrator of
the game division of the Montana
Department of Fish and Game.
Western Montana lies entirely in
the Pacific Flyway which will have a
duck hunting season lasting until
Jan. 2,1977 and a season for geese
lasting until Dec. 31, 1976.
Hunting hours will again be onehalf hour before sunrise to sunset.
Only shotguns no larger than 10gauge and long bowsand arrows will
be legal weapons. Shotguns must be
capable of holding no more than
three shells.
Duck hunters will have a daily limit
of 7ducks, 14 in possession, and may
not bag more than two redheads or
two canvasbacks or more than one of
each on any given day. No more than
4 of either or both species may be in
his possession.
There is a five goose bag limit, with
no more than two geese of the dark
species, no more than one Ross'
goose or more than three white
geese allowed in daily or possession
limits.
Other waterfowl available in the
Pacific Flyway include:
• Mergansers, which have a daily

aggregate bag limit of five, with no
more than 10 in possession, and no
more than one hooded merganser to
be bagged daily or more than two in
possession.
• Coots, which have a daily bag
and possession limit of 25.
• Wilson's Snipe, which have daily
bag limit of eight and a possession
limit of 16.

Residents wishing to hunt for
waterfowl must have the $1
conservation license, the $4 state
resident bird stamp and the $5
federal waterfowl stamp.
Non-residents must also have the
federal stamp and a current Montana
conservation license, in addition to
the $30 state non-resident bird
stamp.

ra m b lin g s

heads out to his favorite bar for
“happy hour,” drinking pitchers or
mugs of whatever is on tap.
This is followed by keggers and
parties until the early morning hours.
On Saturday it is wise to get up
early, eat and then head out to the li
quor store to buy pints and half-pints
of lime or cherry vodka, peppermint
schnapps and rot-gut bourbon, or
quarts of Mad Dog or fruit-flavored
wine.

By Jon Jacobson
Editor's Note: The ramblings column
will be a periodic feature on this
page, featuring the sports and the
people who watch them, until the
Inevitable day the Sports Editor goes
nuts.
The University of Montana
Grizzlies will take on Weber State
College this weekend and a UM
tradition will renew itself. It is called
the party weekend.
For those persons new to town it
should be explained what this is. It is
a phenomenon that starts Friday
afternoon and ends the minute you
wake up Sunday morning.
The minute classes let out Friday
afternoon the dedicated sports fan

When the game starts a first year
fan will be amazed at how many
people aren’t watching thegameand
will stare in disbelief the first time he
sees someone stand up and holler
“Go Grizles" before falling head first
through three rows of Sorority Sues.
If by chance you wake up on Sun
day morning and can't remember
who won the game, don’t dismay;
only the alumni know for sure.

------------- short takes-------------Soccer Club
The University of Montana soccer team takes on the University of Idaho
team for its first match of the season Saturday at 10 a.m. at the Sentinel High
School football field.
The UM soccer players will be defending their championship in the
Northwest Intercollegiate Soccer League (NWISL), which they have held for
three of the last four years.
Ralph Serrette, coach of the team, said yesterday that the Idaho team took
second in the conference last year, but added that the UM players are con
fident, having “always considered ourselves the best.”

T alk

Should you
sip beer
or what?

Sugarbear Tryouts
Tryouts for the 1976-1977 Sugarbears, the University of Montana dance
team that performs during basketball games, will be held on October 17 at 2
p.m. in the Harry Adams Field House.
All interested girls should sign up in University Center 104. Practice ses
sions with current Sugarbears will be held on Oct. 13,14 and 15 in the field
house.
Judges for the tryouts will be Jim Brandenburg, head basketball coach;
Mike Montgomery, assistant basketball coach; Harley Lewis, athletic direc
tor; Gary Hughes, athletic ticket manager, and former Sugarbears, Patti
Brolin, Debbie Doyle, Jill Hoover, Karen Roberts and Tana Sparks.
The public is invited to attend the tryouts.

by sip. That s one way to drink
r — and it’s fine.

Women’s Gymnastics
The University of Montana women's gymnastics team will have an
organizational meeting and the first practice on Monday, Oct. 4, at 4 p.m., in
the gymnastics gym of the recreation annex to the field house. Interested
persons should contact Sharon Dinkel.

Women’s Ski Club
Women interested in the formation of a ski club for the purpose of fall
training and winter competition should leave their name, address and phone
number on the list at the University Center Information Desk.
For more information call Kathy Anderson at 549-2700 or Kerri Mott at 2432470.

But when it's Budweiserm, why not
try a good, l-o-n-g drink?

Ahhhh. That's the best way to enjoy
Buds's rich Beechwood Aged flavor
and aroma.

Of course, long swallows m ight
empty your schooner sooner. . .

but look at the bright side:
it sure was great while it lasted!

Fencing Club
The University of Montana Fencing Club meets on Mondays and Wednes
days between 8 and 10 p.m., in the field house on North Level B. Anyone
interested is invited to attend.

‘Bear Backers’
University of Montana students who would like to belong to the Century
Club now have an alternative, the ASUM sponsored “ Bear Backers."
For the $30 membership fee “Bear Backers" receive season tickets to all
men’s and women's intercollegiate athletic events at UM during the 19761977 academic year, special spectator seating, monthly newsletters and a
"Bear Backers” T-shirt.
The “Bear Backers" will direct student activities for the 1976 UM Homecom
ing game on Oct. 9, including election of the Homecoming royalty by the
student body.
Fund raising projects will also be held during the year to create resources
for chartering buses and reserving accomodations for "Bear Backers" at
away games.
Additional information and sign-up forms may be obtained'at University
Center 105 or by phoning 243-2451.

Get a free copy of the Budweiser “ Beer Talk" Booklet.
Write “ Beer Talk,” Anheuser-Busch, Inc., St. Louis, Mo. 63118

New center courses offered
By RANDALL E. MILLS
Montana Kaimln Associate Editor

An alternative energy workshop,
classes in foreign cooking, massage
for women, natural nutrition and
Scottish dancing are among the
University Center courses offered
fall quarter.
Registration for center courses
began Monday at the University
Center Information Desk from 11
a.m. to 7 p.m. Classes begin on Oc
tober 4 and usually run for eight
weeks.
The deadline for dropping classes
is October 8. A $2 registration fee is
charged to all students dropping
classes.
Fees for the classes range from $5
to $25. Classes usually meet in the
evenings one night a week.
The Alternative Energy Workshop
will deal with renewable energy
sources such as wind, sun, water and
wood power, according to the course
description.
The instructors, Mike Fieldman
and Scott Sproull, have experience
in working with and building
alternative energy systems. They
also taught the course last spring
quarter.
Classes will include guest
speakers and the building of some
type of alternative energy system.
Basic Foreign Cooking, taught by
Liesel Hingst, a native German, will
center around “wholesome and
economic” home cooking from
around the world, the course des
cription said.
Teaching will rely less on salt
cooking and emphasize herb and
spice seasonings. Students will
participate in preparation of meals.
Centering Through Massage will
introduce people to non-verbal communications through massage, ac
cording to the course description.
Instructor Naomi Lev-McMurray
said the course will attempt to teach
people to communicate through the
energy that moves through people.

BRAKE
INSPECTION

About 10 discotheque danies for
beginners and intermediates will be
taught in the new course, Disco Dan
cing. Charles Funkhouser will teach
the course, which is designed to help
the students enjoy the dances.
Some of the dances to be taught
are The Hustle, Bus Stop, Jefferson
Davis and Moon Walk.
Good Nutrition the Natural Way
will examine how to start a highfiber, low sugar diet, how much meat
to eat, how to figure mineral and
vitamin values and how to live on a
minimum food allowance.
Instructor Kim Williams has a
bachelor’s degree in Food and
Nutrition from Cornell University
and five years, experience in
teaching.
Scottish Country Dance will em
phasize the social dancing of
Scotland including jigs, reels,
strathspeys and hornpipes.
Most dances are done with four
couples, according to the course
description, and are similar to
American square dances and dances
like the Virginia Reel.
Instructor Bryan Spellman is a life
member of the Royal Scottish Coun
try Dance Society.
Other courses being taught
through the University Center In
clude Astrology I and II, Auto
Mechanics, Awareness Through
Movement, Ballroom Dancing, Ban
jo, Basket Weaving, Bicycle Touring,
Bridge, Camera I, II and III, Con
i''
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goings on

• Campus Chaplains, 10 a.m., UC
Montana Rooms.
• Bill Diehl, Republican candidate
for western district Congressman,
ASUM forum, noon, UC Mall.
• Grizzly Den Luncheon, noon,
UC Montana Rooms.
• Fullbright-Hays Overseas Study
Grant informational meeting, 3 p.m.,
LA 334.
• Central Board, 6:30 p.m., UC
Montana Rooms.
• Forestry Club, 7 p.m., F206.
• Mountain Images, seminar, 7
p.m., WC215.

ciousness Training, Creative
Movement for Children, Creative
Stitchery, Dance Movement and Ex
ercise, Embroidery/Collage, Folk
Dancing International, Genealogy,
German for the Tourist, Guitar I and
II, Introductory Yoga, Judo and
Juggling.
Also included are Karate, Knitting,
Kung Fu, Liberation-The Buddhist
Strategy, Macrame for Yourself,
Microwave Equipment and Cooking,
Minority Rights and Issues, Modern
Dance, Needlepoint Embroidery,
Poetry, The Art of Hanging Loose in
an Uptight World, The Metric
System, TheTarotCard, Upholstery,
Water Color Techniques, Weaving,
writing Science Fiction, Writing the
Short Story and Woodcarving.
Further information is available by
calling 243-4103 or by inquiring at
the UC Information Desk.

Mischief charged
in campus arrests
Two persons were arrested on the
University of Montana campus
Saturday night by campus security
police and charged with criminal
mischief.
H. L. Torgrimson, head of the
Safety and Security Division of UM,
said the men charged are Eric Visser,
a UM student, and Robert Pettit. Pet
tit is not a student but is employed in
the Missoula area. Both are believed
to be part of a group of eight or ten
persons who damaged two garbage
cans near the Fine Arts Building and
a bicycle on the UM campus Satur
day night, he said.
Torgrimson said damage to the
state-owned garbage cans was
about $35. Damage to the bicycle
was estimated to be $50, he said.
Torgrimson said campus security
was called when Peter Kushar, a
resident assistant at Aber Hall,
observed the group causing a dis
turbance on the elevator there.
The group fled from Aber Hall, and
Visser and Pettit were apprehended
near the Fine Arts Building, Torgrimson said.
Visser and Pettit are scheduled to
appear before Justice of the Peace
Bill Monger on Sept. 30.

THIS APPARENTLY MISPLACED SIGN It one of many Instruments In the
long-running battle to keep people from walking on the greenery around the
campus. Campus grounds keepers have had trouble In the past with students
and faculty wearing paths into the grass where there are no sidewalks. The
problem now apparently extends to concrete and weed patches also. (Mon
tana Kaimln photo by Vaughan Ahlgren.)

Students and non-students
must pay more to sell art
Students who want to sell art work
in the University Center (UC) mall or
participate in the art fairs this year
will have to pay a $5 daily fee, and
non-students will have to pay $15.
In action taken last May, Student
Union Board, the policy and
guideline making committee for the
UC, raised the prices as part of an

and
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attempt to lower the operating costs
for the UC.
Money for the UC Art Gallery was
not included in the 1976-77 UC
budget with the idea that the money
collected from art fair tables could
support the gallery, according to
Gary Bogue, UC Programming
Services director.
Last year student artists had to pay
$2 to sell their work in the UC or at an
art fair. Non-students had to pay $5
last year.
Bogue said that he thought people
who sold their work for more than
one day should get a reduced rate for
the second and third days, so he set
up a schedule of reduced rates.
Student artists now have to pay $5
for one day, $7.50 for two days and
$10 for three. Non-students have to
pay $15 for one day, $25 for two and
$30 for three.
Three days is the longest any artist
can display his work.
Bogue said the UC “probably will
get some complaints" because “$5 to
$25 is a big jump.” If there are
enough complaints about the fee,
Bogue said the UC management
would have to review the situation
and possibly lower the price.
He said he did not really think a few
dollars would hurt the student artists,
but that the Increase might keep
some of the non-students out of the
fair. Registration for the first art fair
opens this week, so he said he
should know by Friday what the
reaction to the fee Is.
One benefit of the higher fee,
Bogue said, is that It could increase
the quality of the goods at the sales
because the people who do not sell
too many goods would not be able to
afford the entry fee.
The first art fair this quarter will be
the Homecoming Fair, to be held on
October 7 and 8 on the library mall.
The first 50 people to registerwill get
tables at the fair.
A Christmas art fair is scheduled
for December 6-9 in the UC mall.
Students will display their wares on
the first two days and non-students
will display theirs on the last two
days.
Further information about art fairs
and sales Is available by calling 2434103.

